US Army Corps
of Engineers
Honolulu District

Regulatory Branch (1145b)
Building 230
Fort Shafter, Hawaii 96858-5440

Public Notice
of Application
for Permit
Public Notice Date: November 20, 2013
Expiration Date: December 20, 2013
Permit File Number: POH-2012-00199

Interested parties are hereby notified that an application has been received for a Department
of the Army (DA) permit for certain work in waters of the United States as described below
and shown on the attached drawings.

APPLICANT: Mr. William J. Aila, State of Hawaii, Department of Land and Natural
Resources (DNLR), 1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 221, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
AGENT: Ms. Julie M. Zimmerman, AECOM, 1001 Bishop Street, Suite 1600, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96701
LOCATION: Breach channel at Hanalei River, Kauai Isle, Hawaii. TMKs: 454002034,
454002026, 454001007, and 453001016. Coordinates: 22.186111 °N, 159.463889 °W.
PURPOSE: Riverbank restoration and aquatic habitat restoration/enhancement
AUTHORITY: This permit application will be reviewed under Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (33 U.S.C. 1344). The Corps’ public interest review will consider the guidelines set forth
under Section 404(b)(1) of the Clean Water Act (40 CFR Part 230).
PROPOSED ACTIVITY: The DLNR proposes to discharge dredged and fill material into
waters of the U.S. to reconstruct the breach in the Hanalei River bank. Work activities would
also involve removal (dredging and excavation) of an accumulated bank of sediments
downstream of the breach channel to restore and enhance aquatic habitat at and
downstream of the project site. The removed sediment would be reserved for use to
reconstruct the breached riverbank to divert flow back to the river and eliminate further
erosion of the breach channel. Project plans and other information are included in the
attached appendices.
The overall proposed project encompasses an estimated 82,136 square feet (sq. ft) (1.89
acres) of waters of the U.S., within a 870 linear ft reach of the Hanalei River. An estimated
1,076 cubic yards (cy) of dredged/fill material is required to reconstruct the breached
riverbank and install a rock vane and spurs that would result in a permanent discharge of fill
in 13,939 sq. ft (0.32 acres) of waters of the U.S. Temporary discharges of fill material

include Best Management Practices (BMPs) such as a rock cofferdam and compost-filled
filter socks.
The applicant proposes to repair the riverbank breach to restore flow back to river and
downstream areas, and prevent further bank erosion within the breach channel and east river
bank. Reconstruction of the breached riverbank would consist of a permanent earthen berm
154 ft long across the breach that extends 177 ft downstream into the breach channel.
Sheetpiling and vertical drains would also used to construct the berm, and native plant
ground cover species used to restore graded/constructed berm slopes.
The riverside slope of the berm would consist of a 3 ft-thick, rip-rap boulder base. Additional
fill material would be layered upon the boulder base to match elevations on either side of the
breach. Only a portion of the breach channel necessary to reinforce the riverbank would be
backfilled instead of the entire breach channel. A 1 ft thick, 9 ft wide by 45 ft long rip-rap
boulder apron would be constructed where the vertical drain exits the berm to prevent
erosion of the toe from flow draining from the riverbank.
The applicant also proposes to install one (1) 33 ft long rock vane and three (3) tapering 20 ft
long bank spurs to stabilize river flow at this location by redirecting flow and velocity away
from the banks to enhance flow within the project area and downstream of the breach, and
reduce the tendency for scour along the restored riverbank. This work would result in a
permanent discharge of 36 cy of fill within 0.04 acres of the river.
The fill material used would be sourced from two (2) locations: 1) an on-site dredged material
and 2) an off-site aggregate quarry. A total of 1,040 cy of dredged/fill material would be
permanently discharged below the ordinary high water mark (OHWM) filling 12,382 sq ft (0.28
acres) of waters of the U.S.
Project plans (Appendix A) and Construction Best Management Practices Plan (CBMPP) and
Restoration Plan (Appendix B) are included with this notice.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: The proposed project is needed to restore river flow and
sediment transport to pre-breach conditions, and enhance aquatic habitat supported by the
Hanalei River. Past discrete event(s) and subsequent years of gradual erosion has resulted
in a breach in the Hanalei River bank that diverts a portion of the river’s flow from its ordinary
path within the river’s banks and into the breach channel. The diversion has altered river
conditions (i.e., reduced sediment transport capacity) in the immediate downstream vicinity,
which has resulted in accumulation of sediment along the west bank and consequently
increased erosion of the east bank. The diversion has also impacted aquatic and agricultural
resources farther downstream by causing major interruptions in the amount of irrigation water
available to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) Hanalei National Wildlife Refuge
(HNWR) to protect threatened and endangered waterbirds and local farmers for taro
cultivation, respectively.
Based on information provided by the applicant, the formation of the Hanalei River breach
and channel is attributed to a large flood event that occurred in November 1995. Despite
several failed attempts to repair the breach, including restoration activities verified by the
Corps (File No. POH-2009-00336; 2007 Nationwide Permit #45, Repair of Uplands Damaged
by Discrete Events, dated November 20, 2009) that followed a discrete storm event in 2009,
a portion of the river’s flow remains diverted to breach channel. The diverted flow continues
to threaten adjacent properties and contributes to sediment loading to downstream areas,
including Hanalei Bay.

All fill material would be acquired from on-site sources by removal of an accumulated
sediment bank located just downstream of the breach. The applicant proposes to remove
approximately 648 cy of sediment material, which consists of large to small river rocks,
course gravely sand, and clayey soil from a 14,845 sq ft (0.34 acres) sized area along the
west bank. BMPs would be installed prior to dredging/excavation activities to contain
suspended solids and minimize their transport downstream. All removed sediment fill
material would be temporarily stockpiled above of the OHWM until ready for use for the
riverbank reconstruction. The main purpose of the sediment bank removal is to allow the
river to retain its normal sediment transport capability, improve flow, which would reduce
erosion of the river’s east bank; the sediment bank would also provide the needed fill material
for the riverbank construction.
Boulders for these structures would be embedded into the river’s bank and graded bottom
and extend towards the channel’s center at varying lengths approximately 1/3 to 1/4 the width
of the channel. A small 1 to 2 ft deep scour pool would also be excavated downstream of
each vane/spur to create shallow habitat for aquatic species.
MITIGATION: The applicant’s need to restore the damaged riverbank and restore river flow
to enhance aquatic habitat and agriculture within the Hanalei River does not allow for
complete avoidance of impacts to waters of the U.S., or consideration of alternative site
locations. To minimize impacts to waters of the U.S., the applicant has designed the
replacement bank to include the minimal amount of fill necessary to achieve the project
purpose without concrete or cementitious materials needed to artificially line or grout
structures. Construction work is also scheduled to take place during the summer while river
flows are typically at its lowest. Mitigation measures described in the applicant’s Project
Plan, Construction and Best Management Practices Plan (CBMPP), and Restoration Plan
(RP) would be implemented to ensure impacts to aquatic resources are minimized. A few
described measures include restrictions on stockpiling of construction materials in waters,
refueling vehicles and equipment away from water, daily inspections to ensure silt fences are
functioning, and trash and other project-generated wastes are properly managed and
disposed of. The applicant has also delineated special aquatic sites to avoid impacts to
wetlands and enhance riffle-pool complexes affected by the project.
Based on the aforementioned, the applicant proposes no additional mitigation as the
proposed project involves replacement of a previously existing fill at the breach site and
would reduce erosion and enhance the aquatic environment both on-site and in downstream
areas for the refuge’s protected waterbirds and taro growers.
WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION: The proposed action would result in a discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. and would require authorization from the Corps
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1972 (33 U.S.C. 1344) (CWA). Under Section
401 of the CWA, the Corps may not issue a permit for the described work until the applicant
obtains a certification, or a waiver of certification, from the State of Hawaii, Department of
Health, Clean Water Branch.
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT CERTIFICATION: The proposed action will affect
land or water uses in the Coastal Zone. Under Section 307(c)(3) of the Coastal Zone
Management Act of 1972, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1456(c)(3)) (CZMA), the Corps may not
issue a permit for the described work until the applicant obtains a CZM Consistency
Concurrence from the State of Hawaii, Department of Business, Economic Development, and
Tourism, Office of Planning, CZM Program.

CULTURAL RESOURCES: The latest published versions of the National and State
Registers of Historic Places (NRHP and SRHP, respectively) have been consulted for the
presence or absence of historic properties, including those listed in or eligible for inclusion in
the NRHP. There are no listed or eligible properties identified within the vicinity of the
worksite. Consultation of the NRHP constitutes the extent of cultural resource investigations
by the District Engineer at this time, and he is otherwise unaware of the presence of such
resources. This application is being coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Division
(SHPD). Any comments SHPD may have concerning presently unknown archeological or
historic data that may be lost or destroyed by work under the requested permit would be
considered in our final assessment of the described work.
ENDANGERED SPECIES: Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S. C.
1531 et seq.) (ESA) requires federal agencies to consult with the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) and/or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) on any action that may affect
a species listed (or proposed for listing) under the ESA as threatened or endangered or any
designated critical habitat. We have preliminarily determined the proposed project would not
affect ESA-listed marine species such as sea turtles, whales, and seals (i.e., Hawksbill sea
turtle (Eretmochelys imbricate), Green sea turtle (Chelonia mydas), Humpback whales
(Megaptera novaeangliae), and Hawaiian monk seals (Monachus schauinslandi). We have
also preliminarily determined the proposed project may affect, but not likely to adversely
affect ESA-listed species, which include the Hawaiian duck (Anas Wyvilliana), Hawaiian coot
(Fulica alai), Hawaiian moorhen (Gallinula chloropus sandvicensis), and Hawaiian stilt
(Himantopus mexicanus knudseni), Hawaiian goose (Branta sandvicensis), Dark-rumped
petrel (Pterodroma phaeopygia sandwicensis), Newell’s shearwater (Puffinus newelli), and
Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus cinereus semotus). Concurrently with the issuance of this
public notice, the USACE will provide consultation letters to the NMFS and/or USFWS, as
required, with the USACE’s effects determination for the proposed project.
ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT: The proposed work is being evaluated for possible effects to
Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) pursuant to Section 305(b) the Magnuson Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act of 1996 (16 U.S.C. 1855(b)) (MSFCMA) and associated
federal regulations found at 50 CFR Part 600 Subpart K. The Honolulu District area of
responsibility includes areas of EFH as Fishery Management Plans. We have reviewed the
January 20, 1999, Western Pacific Fishery Management Council’s Environmental
Assessment to locate EFH areas as identified by the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS). We have preliminarily determined that the proposed project would not adversely
affect designated EFH, which is located downstream the project location at Hanalei Bay.
EVALUATION: The decision whether to issue a permit will be based on an evaluation of the
probable impacts, including cumulative impacts, of the proposed activity on the public
interest. That decision will reflect the national concern for both protection and utilization of
important resources. The benefits, which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the
proposal, must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable detriments. All factors which
may be relevant to the proposal will be considered, including the cumulative effects thereof;
among those are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general environmental concerns,
wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain values, land
use, navigation, shoreline erosion and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation,
water quality, energy needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, considerations
of property ownership, and, in general, the needs and welfare of the people.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is soliciting comments from the public; Federal, State, and
local agencies and officials; and other interested parties in order to consider and evaluate the
impacts of this activity. Any comments received will be considered by the Corps to determine
whether to issue, modify, condition, or deny a permit for the work. To make this decision,
comments are used to assess impacts on endangered species, historic properties, water
quality, general environmental effects, and the other public interest factors listed above.
Comments are used in the preparation of an Environmental Assessment and/or an
Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act.
Comments are also used to determine the need for a public hearing and to determine the
overall public interest of the activity.
PUBLIC HEARING: Any person may request, in writing, within the comment period specified
in this notice, that a public hearing be held to consider this application. Requests for public
hearings must state clearly and concisely, the reasons and rationale for holding a public
hearing.
COMMENT AND REVIEW PERIOD: Conventional mail or e-mail comments on this public
notice will be accepted and made part of the record and will be considered in determining
whether it would be in the public interest to authorize this proposed work. In order to be
accepted, e-mail comments must originate from the author’s e-mail account and must include
on the subject line of the e-mail message the permit applicant’s name and the Corps file
number POH-2012-00199.
All e-mail comments should be sent to:
joy.n.anamizu@usace.army.mil
Conventional mail comments should be sent to:
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Honolulu District, Regulatory Branch
Building 230, (Attn: CEPOH-EC-R / J. Anamizu)
Ft. Shafter, Hawaii 96858-5440
Both conventional mail or e-mail comments must reach this office no later than the expiration
date of this public notice to become part of the record and be considered in the decision.
Please contact Ms. Joy Anamizu at (808) 835-4308 if further information is desired
concerning this notice. This public notice is issued by the Chief, Regulatory Branch.

Attachments
Appendix A: Project plans (DA permit application, construction drawings and notes)
Appendix B: Construction Best Management Practices Plan, including Restoration Plan.

POH-2012-00199
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19 AUG 2013

APPENDIX A. POH-2012-00199 Public Notice attachment 60 (8" x 11.5") pages

7 OCT 2013

Department of the Army Permit Application
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE
A complete Department of the Army Permit Application consists of the application form (ENG
Form 4345, http://usace.army.mil/CECW/Documents/cecwo/reg/eng4345a.pdf), drawings and
environmental information necessary to determine a project’s probable impact on the public
interest (33 CFR Part 325.1 (d)(1) and Part 325.3(a)). Based on our experience, the
environmental information necessary to make the public interest determination is often
inadequate when only the ENG Form 4345 form is submitted by applicants. Project managers
must then request additional information from applicants, resulting in delays in project
evaluation. In order to provide more efficient processing of your application, this questionnaire
has been developed to supplement the information required in ENG Form 4345 and to simplify
your submittal of environmental assessment information.

A. LOCATION (supplement to Blocks 15-16 of ENG Form 4345):
1. Please provide the Tax Map Key number(s) for the project site: (4)-5-4-002-034
2. Please provide the Latitude 22°11’10”N
and Longitude 159° 27’ 50”W
3. Please provide the watershed in which work is proposed: Hanalei Watershed

.

B. PROPOSED ACTION (supplement to Block 18 of ENG Form 4345)
1. Please provide a detailed description of the scope of work, especially those activities that
may adversely impact the aquatic environment, including the following pertinent
information:
a. Construction method(s) highlighting those methods requiring in-water work
The project area, TMK: (4)-5-4-002-034, is located along the Hanalei River, upstream of
the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Hanalei National Wildlife Refuge
(NWR). During a large flood event in November 1995, the Hanalei River breached its left
bank and created a split flow condition between the Hanalei River and resulting breach
channel (See Attachment 1, Figure 1).
The runoff water through the breach has since created a deep and wide footprint that
continues to move laterally towards the adjacent residential buildings while continuing to
wash away groundcover and public land, while transporting the new sediments to
Hanalei Bay. In addition, the worsening condition of the breach channel has resulted in
substantial decrease of water in the main Hanalei River, which feeds the downstream
Hanalei taro farms and the USFWS NWR ponds. Water is diverted to the NWR ponds and
taro fields through an intake located upstream of the point of re-connection of the
breach channel to the Hanalei River (See Attachment 1, Figure 1). The lack of water in
the taro fields is currently jeopardizing the livelihood of the farmers and local economy,
and negatively impacting the NWR as a whole.
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The Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) is proposing to implement
streambank stabilization measures to reduce downstream sediment loading and alleviate
the threat to public property and the environment along the Hanalei River.
The scope of work will include the following:
1) Sediment removal (downstream of the breach)
2) Streambank restoration and stabilization (construction of an earthen berm)
A turbidity curtain will be installed around the sediment removal area in order to
minimize down-stream movement of suspended solids. The turbidity curtain will cover
approximately 600 lf of work area.
A coffer dam will be constructed across the mouth of the breach channel to prevent
water intrusion into the work zone and to control turbidity and siltation. The coffer
dam will be made of large boulders that will be gathered from the project site to the
extent possible. The boulders will be used to divert the water away from the breach
channel and into the main Hanalei River channel. Filter socks and will be installed
downslope of the worksite to prevent sediment and pollutant discharges.
After the coffer dam is in place, the sheet pile core will be installed in preparation for
the installation of the earthen berm. The sheet pile core will be installed in the dry
environment as the coffer dam will be blocking any water flow into the breach channel.
The sheet piles will be installed in a trench where rocks are taken out or pre-drilled for
ease of installation.
The sediment removal work in the main Hanalei River will consist of approximately 400
lf of channel reshaping, sediment removal, installation of stream barbs, 100 lf of
streambank restoration, and re-vegetation. Best Management Practices (BMPs) will be
utilized to control turbidity and siltation during in-water and site work (See Attachment
2, Construction Plans, and Attachment 7, BMP Plan for more details). The design
approach is intended to restore the Hanalei River bank and provide for maintaining
pre-breach flows in the main channel of the Hanalei River and supplying the NWR
diversion structure with adequate water flows. The elimination of flows in the breach
channel will reduce erosion and sediment loading from the breach channel.
The sediment removal work will restore the main Hanalei River channel to a stable
cross section that is capable of transporting the typical incoming sediment load. The
sediment removal will be performed using a tracked excavator. The removed sediment
will be graded back towards the streambank, and temporarily stockpiled at the
approved stockpile locations (See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 10, for
stockpile locations).
The sediment to be removed is predominantly granular; therefore, a relatively low
disturbance of silts within the water is anticipated during construction. Furthermore, inwater work will be scheduled during the dry season when river flows are typically at
their lowest. Removed sediment will not be stockpiled in the water. Removed sediment
material will remain on site and will be used for streambank restoration and
stabilization work as applicable.
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Three bank spurs will be installed in the Hanalei River to protect the streambank
immediately downstream of the breach and improve sediment transport capabilities
through this reach. One rock vane would be installed in the Hanalei River immediately
upstream of the existing breach location to protect the streambank and the new
earthen berm structure (See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 4 and 9). The
bank spurs and rock vane would be constructed of large rocks designed to withstand
river forces exerted on them. The rocks would be imported from an approved quarry
location such as Kauai Aggregates located in Kalaheo, Kauai. The bank spurs and rock
vane would be installed during the sediment removal work, using the same equipment.
The front end loader would transport the rocks from the staging area to the
construction location. An excavator would position the rocks in place. The rocks would
then need to be keyed into the river bed and bank. In its current condition, the Hanalei
River does not have the ability to move its bedload because a portion of the river flow
is being diverted into the breach channel (See Attachment 10 for more information
about bank spurs).
The streambank restoration and stabilization work will mainly consist of constructing
an earthen berm across the breach to prevent water flow into the breach channel
during normal flow conditions. The earthen berm would be constructed to restore and
stabilize the streambank using vegetated reinforced soil across the breach opening
(using mostly onsite materials and native vegetation to the extent possible). The
streambank restoration and stabilization work will be conducted in a mostly dry
environment as the coffer dam will be blocking water flow into the breach channel.
Filter socks will be installed downslope of the worksite in the breach channel to prevent
sediment and pollutant discharges. The earthen berm will be compacted and shaped in
place (See Attachment 2, Construction Plans).
The earthen berm would be constructed in the following sequence:
1. Begin constructing a portion of the berm that is along the side closest to the
Hanalei River including placing the embankment toe rocks at location of the dry
stream bank. This would be the foundation for the rock rip-rap along the stream
bank.
2. Construct the embankment on either side of the steel sheet piling. Continue
installing compacted lifts of soil and rock. The earthen berm would be constructed
using removed sediment material from the sediment removal work.
3. The fills would be placed and compacted in 12-inch lifts using a sheep-foot
vibratory or other appropriate compactors. The streambank face would be
reinforced with geosynthetic fabric and geogrid reinforcement. The fabric and
geogrid reinforcement would wrap over the exposed face of each lift to reduce
effects of scour and soil erosion.
4. Place rock rip-rap along the streambank up to the ordinary high water
mark.
5. The finished surface would be planted fully with native vegetation
and erosion resistant species to the extent possible.
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b. Machinery/equipment necessary to complete construction
Machinery/equipment that would be necessary to complete construction includes:
1. Tracked excavator
2. Front end loader
3. Dump truck/ track truck
4. Sheepsfoot vibratory compactor
5. Bulldozer (such as Caterpillar D4)
6. Drum compactor
c. Staging/Access requirements
Daily site access would be through Ohiki Road. Heavy equipment that cannot cross the
Hanalei Bridge due to weight restrictions would be mobilized and demobilized on Burma
Road (See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 3, Site Access and Staging Plan).
Due to site access restrictions, heavy equipment would be required to cross the Hanalei
River once for mobilization and once for demobilization. To reduce turbidity and siltation,
stream crossing would be limited to only these times and all equipment would be free of
oils, grease, and other pollutants prior to crossing.
Staging:
Staging is proposed at two locations (See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 3,
Site Access and Staging Plan). Staging would not be allowed within delineated wetland
boundaries (See Attachment 6 for further details on the Wetland Delineation). Stabilized
construction ingress/egress will be constructed at the edge of paved surfaces. Staging
areas will be enclosed by filter socks to control sediment and pollutant discharges (See
Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 10, Erosion Control Plan).
d. Construction sequence
The construction sequence will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Mobilize
Set up BMPs
Clear and Grub
Construct temporary coffer dam
Install sheet pile
Sediment removal and bank spur/rock vane installation
Construct earthen berm
Install rock rip-rap lining
Remove temporary coffer dam
Landscaping and restoration work
Demobilize

e. Construction scheduling (begin & end dates)
Construction work is anticipated to start in the 2014 dry season- from April 2014 to
September 2014. See Attachment 8, Construction Schedule.
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f.

Location of stockpiling of material. (Be advised, stockpiling of materials in waters of the
U.S. is discouraged. If unavoidable, stockpiling of materials in waters of the U.S. will
require prior authorization from this office as it constitutes a temporary discharge of fill
material.)
Materials will not be stockpiled within waters or wetland areas. (See Attachment 2,
Construction Plans, Sheet 10, Erosion Control Plan for the proposed stockpile locations.)

2. Please provide the location of borrow and upland disposal sites for construction materials
and any excess materials not utilized to complete the project.
No borrow or upland disposal sites will be utilized for this project.
3. Please provide a description of Best Management Practices i.e., silt fence/curtain, sheet pile,
sandbags, etc., proposed for implementation throughout the project site as a measure to
prevent degradation of the aquatic environment. Include a diagram showing placement of
BMPs relative to the project site.
See Attachment 7 for Best Management Practices Plan. Also see Attachment 2, Construction
Plans, Sheets 10 and 11, Erosion Control Plan and Details for BMP placement diagrams.

C. DISCHARGE OF DREDGED AND/OR FILL MATERIAL (supplement to Blocks 20-22 of
ENG Form 4345).
1. State the source of the dredged or fill material.*
The source of the dredged material is the Hanalei River. An estimated total of 648 cy of
sediment (rock) will be removed during the sediment removal work. The majority of the rock
material will be used on-site to restore the streambank and construct the earthen berm. The
rock material will also be used to construct the temporary cofferdam.
The bank spurs and rock vane will be constructed from material imported from Kauai
Aggregates. The bank spurs and rock vane will consist of 36 cy of fill.
Additional fill material, 392 cy of soil, will be imported from Kauai Aggregates or another
approved location. A borrow site will no longer be utilized for this project as previously stated
in the original application
Other discharges will include a turbidity barrier and filter socks.
• Turbidity barrier- composed of fabric- 18 oz. nominal laminated vinyl/polyester. 610
LF.
• Filter socks- composed of fiber material- polypropylene multi-filament. 260 LF
Surface area of fill material = 0.32 acre
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2. State the method of discharge. Provide type of equipment/machinery required.
The streambank restoration would be completed by traditional earthwork methods. A rock
coffer dam, made from onsite river rocks, will be constructed to prevent water intrusion into
the work zone. Earth materials will be placed in lifts using a front end loader, spread using
an excavator, and compacted using sheep foot vibratory compactor.
3. Indicate the location of the discharge within the project site. This is best accomplished
through a plan view drawing of the site that shows the footprint of the filled area
(discharge). A cross-sectional view with existing and proposed contours (elevations) also
provides necessary information on the scope of proposed work.** The cross-sectional view
should clearly demarcate either the Mean High Water Mark or the Mean Higher High Water
Mark/High Tide Line for tidal waters or the Ordinary High Water Mark for non-tidal waters.
Definitions of these limits of jurisdiction are available at, http://gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CFR2011-title33-vol3/pdf/CFR-2011-title33-vol3-part328.pdf. Be advised, the Corps has sole
authority to assert jurisdiction over a water body.
See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheets 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
4. What types of structures or facilities would be constructed on the fill area? (Show on
drawings their dimensions, layout, etc.)
The discharge activity will consist of construction of an earthen berm, placement of a
rock cofferdam, installation of three bank spurs and a rock vane, and placement BMPs
including a turbidity barrier and filter socks. See Attachment 2, Construction Plans.
•

A permanent earthen berm will be constructed across the breach channel to
block water flow from the main Hanalei River channel.

•

A temporary coffer dam will be constructed during construction of the
earthen berm to prevent water intrusion into the work zone. Earth materials
will be placed in lifts using a front end loader, spread using an excavator,
and compacted using sheep foot vibratory compactor.

•

Three bank spurs and one rock vane would also be permanently installed in
the Hanalei River to protect the streambank immediately upstream of the
breach and improve sediment transport capabilities downstream of the
breach.

•

A turbidity barrier and filter socks will be used as temporary BMPs
throughout construction

*Note that Blocks 21 and 22 of ENG Form 4345 require both the volume (usually given in cubic
yards) and surface area (square feet, acres, etc.) of fill.
**Please submit any drawings on 8 ½” x 11” paper.
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D. DREDGING PROJECTS
1. Please provide plans showing the dredging footprint within the project site. Include crosssectional views depicting the existing and proposed contours. Also include a
location/vicinity map and plan view (if appropriate) of the area(s) where dredge spoil will be
stockpiled, processed, and disposed.
See Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheets 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
2. What is the type and composition of the material to be dredged?
The sediment to be removed is predominantly granular, consisting of boulders, cobbles,
gravel, course sand, and fine sand.
3. How much time will be required to complete the dredging (construction window)? Will the
dredging project be accomplished in phases? If so, please describe. Is maintenance
dredging proposed, and, if so, what is the timeframe of the dredging cycle?
The dredging will take approximately 29 days to complete. See Attachment 8, Construction
Schedule.
4. How much material will be dredged?
a. Volume: 648 cy
b. Surface area: 14,562 square feet (sf)
5. State what dredging method(s) will be used, and indicate why that method(s) is proposed.
The dredging work will be performed using a tracked excavator. The excavator will be
positioned along the water’s edge and will reach out over the river and pull the sediment
towards the bank. The excavator tracks will remain out of the water to the extent possible. A
turbidity curtain will be installed around the sediment removal area to minimize turbidity and
siltation. The material is predominantly granular; therefore, a relatively low disturbance of
silts within the water is anticipated. Furthermore, in-water work will be scheduled during the
dry season when river flows are typically at their lowest levels throughout the year. All of the
materials and equipment that enter the water would be free of oils, grease, and other
pollutants prior to use.
6. Where will the dredged material be de-watered?
The material is predominantly granular; therefore, little or no dewatering is anticipated.
Excess moisture will dissipate at the temporary stockpile location. Perimeter BMPs such as
filter socks would minimize sediments and pollutants from leaving the project site. See
Attachment 2, Construction Plans, Sheet 10, Erosion Control Plan.
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7. Do you plan to transport dredged material for the purpose of disposing it in the ocean?
No, material will not be transported for the purpose of disposing it in the ocean.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Where do you plan to dispose of the dredged material? N/A
How much material (volume) will be disposed? N/A
What is the type and composition of the material? N/A
How long do you plan to dispose of the material? N/A
How will you transport the material to the ocean dump site? N/A

E. STRUCTURES IN NAVIGABLE WATERS
Be advised that the Corps considers and as such, regulates, some BMPs as structures.
1. What specific structures will be constructed (type and size) and with what machinery and/or
equipment?
The proposed structures to be constructed include: temporary coffer dam, earthen berm,
three bank spurs, one rock vane, a turbidity barrier and filter socks. Each of these structures
would be constructed with a tracked excavator or placed by hand.
See Attachment 2, Construction Plans.
2. Is in-water work required? If yes, describe.
Yes. In-water work is required during the sediment removal, constructing the bank spurs and
rock vane, and installation and removal of the temporary coffer dam.
3. What will the structures be used for?
The purpose of the earthen berm is to prevent water flow from the Hanalei River into the
breach channel. The temporary coffer dam will be placed in the water to prevent water
intrusion into the work zone during the construction of the earthen berm. The earthen berm
will be constructed in a dry environment. The bank spurs and rock vane will be used to
restore and maintain sediment transport capacity of the Hanalei River. Bank spurs transfer
erosive velocity away from the stream bank and redistribute hydraulic forces away from the
river bank. Correctly functioning spurs meet stream bank stability and habitat goals without
transferring excess energy out of the project area. The bank spurs would not cause
unanticipated impacts downstream (NRCS 2005). The turbidity barrier and filter socks will be
used as BMPs to control the release of potential pollutants into the surrounding waterways.
See Attachment 10 for further technical details regarding stream barbs.
4. Describe support and/or anchoring systems, where applicable.
Not applicable
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F. EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
Please submit photos when possible!
1. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
a. How would you generally describe the project area and surrounding area?
(1) Level of development:
There is no development in the project area. A very low level of development exists in
the area surrounding the project area. There are three privately owned TMK parcels in
the surrounding area that have personal residences. The USFWS NWR is located
downstream of the project location. State land parcels are also adjacent to the project
area.
(2) Existing land and water use:
The Hanalei River is the source of the irrigation water required to keep the downstream
taro fields inundated. Water is diverted from the Hanalei River near the upstream
boundary of the Hanalei NWR and conveyed to the taro and wildlife ponds through a
diversion structure, associated ditches, and pipelines (See Attachment 3, Photo Log,
Photo 4). The diversion structure is located approximately 1,600 feet downstream of the
project area. The concrete structure contains an adjustable sluice gate that, based on the
stage in the river, controls the volume of the flow conveyed from the river to the taro
ponds in the NWR. The current diversion system was constructed near river mile 4.5 in the
1980s to replace an aging open ditch system. High maintenance costs and the fact that
much of the old open ditch alignment was outside the NWR boundaries made development
of a new system built within the NWR boundary desirable. The existing diversion system,
completely located within the NWR boundary, has a flow capacity of 50 cubic feet per
second (cfs). Once water is diverted from the Hanalei River at the concrete intake
structure, it enters a large diameter pipeline consisting of mostly 48-inch pipe. The pipeline
runs in a northerly direction toward the NWR’s taro fields, and crosses the Hanalei River
using an inverted siphon. The flow then enters into a pipe manifold, delivering flow to a
series of irrigation distribution laterals before finally reaching the taro patches.
Beginning in 1995, high flow events in the Hanalei River have led to repeated channel
avulsion events that have adversely impacted the supply of water downstream. The breach
location has developed an approximately 1,300-foot long channel with a top of bank width
of approximately 40 feet. The breach channel conveys a portion of the flow in the Hanalei
River bypassing approximately 2,500 feet of the river.
Currently, a portion of the Hanalei River flow bypasses the USFWS diversion structure
through the breach channel. The breach channel has reduced the available flow at the
diversion structure, resulting in adverse impacts to the diversion’s ability to supply the
desired volume of water to the NWR. The runoff water through the breach has created a
deep, wide footprint, which continues to expand laterally, digging towards the adjacent
residential buildings while continuing to wash away groundcover and public land and
transporting the new sediments to Hanalei Bay pipelines (See Attachment 3, Photo Log,
Photo 3).
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(3) Other general features:
b. What kind of substrate (i.e., rock, rubble, soil, etc.) is found at the project site?
The substrate found at the project site is predominantly granular, consisting of
boulders, cobbles, gravel, course sand, and fine sand.
c. What is the range of water levels that occur (during normal tides and during storm or
flood periods)?
The annual mean discharge of the Hanalei River is 204 cfs. The mean daily discharge
varies by month—the lowest discharges occur in the summer (June-August), and the
annual maximum in March.
d. Describe the water currents and water circulation patterns at the project site.
The Hanalei River flows north from the eastern slopes of Mount Waialeale for 15.7 miles
and enters the Hanalei Bay.
e. What is the salinity (salt, brackish, or fresh) of the water at the project site?
The water at the project site is fresh water.
f. What is the quality of the water at the project site? For instance, in Hawaii a stream
may be listed as a 303(d) Impaired Water by the State Department of Health (DOH).
The Hanalei River is listed on the 2008/10 State of Hawaii Water Quality Monitoring and
Assessment Report as a 303(d) Impaired Water by the State of Hawaii Department of
Health due to Enterococcus and turbidity. Total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) were
approved by DOH in 2008.
The objective of the TMDLs are to guide action that will control sources of excessive
nutrients, sediment, and pathogens, and to improve the water quality of the inland
waters so that the designated and existing uses of waterbodies throughout the Hanalei
Bay watershed are protected and sustained (DOH 2008).
According to the TMDL Study (2008), Enterococcus densities in the Hanalei River Estuary
have exceeded the numeric water quality criterion (WQC) to place the waterbody on the
§303(d) list. Although the Enterococcus water quality standards are written in terms of
density of indicator bacteria colonies, the actual risk to human health is caused by the
potential presence of disease-causing pathogens, which can cause illness in recreational
water users. When the risk to human health from pathogens in the water is so great that
waterbodies or downstream beaches are posted with warnings, or closed, the quality
and beneficial use of the water are impaired. Currently, measuring pathogens directly is
difficult and expensive, thus, high concentrations of bacteria, which originate from the
intestinal flora of warm-blooded animals, are used to indicate the presence of pathogens
(DOH 2008).
The TMDL Study (2008) also states that the Hanalei River is also considered impaired
due to turbidity. Turbidity measurements exceed the associated wet and/or dry season
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numeric WQC. Turbidity measures the degree to which light is scattered and absorbed
rather than transmitted in straight lines in a sample. It is caused by suspended matter
(such as sediment, algae, bacteria, etc.) and provides an estimate of the opacity of the
water. In addition to turbidity, total suspended solids (TSS) are often evaluated to
characterize potential sources and quantify loadings of sediment. Sediment
concentrations are associated with anthropogenic activities, including the introduction of
feral livestock and agricultural and construction activities, as well as natural conditions,
such as high precipitation and steep slopes (DOH 2008).
BMPs will be in place during construction to reduce impacts to water quality- See
Attachment 7- BMP Plan.
g. Is this area a groundwater recharge area?
The project area is not located in a groundwater recharge area.
h. What is the history or possibility of contaminants/pollutants in the substrate (soil) at
the source of fill material?
The following databases were used as resources to search for history of
contaminant/pollutants:
• DOH, Solid and Hazardous Waste Branch-Hawaii Underground Storage Tank•
•

Leaking Underground Storage Tank database
DOH, Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response Office records, Emergency
Response Lookup Spreadsheet
DOH, Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response Office records, Sites of
Interest Lookup Spreadsheet

The project area does not appear in the above databases and does not appear to have a
record of contaminants/pollutants in the substrate. The area upstream of the project site
is largely forest reserve/conservation land and has no known history of
contaminant/pollutants. The project site area has been historically used as conservation
and agricultural land.
The closest site with history or possibility of contaminants/pollutants that was listed in
the above databases is approximately 2 miles downstream from the project site
(Wainiha General Store at 05-6607 Kuhio Hwy). As this site is downstream of the project
area, it will not have any effect on the project area.
i. Have there been problems with erosion at or near the project site?
Yes, there have been significant problems with erosion at the project site. The breach
channel itself is currently causing significant erosion and subsequent sediment flow into
the Hanalei River and Hanalei Bay. Since the initial 1995 breach, various high flow events
have increased the erosion problems. The breach channel is continuously widening and
deepening, resulting in an increased sediment discharge to the watershed. The river will
continue to progressively erode the breach channel in a manner that is fairly predictable
based on a basic understanding of fluvial geomorphology and the natural progression of
meander cutoff channels. A topographic survey conducted in 2012 indicates that
between 28,000-35,000 tons of sediment have been eroded from the breach channel
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and added to the Hanalei River’s sediment load. Since the majority of the bank material
is of a fine particle size, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of this sediment has
been deposited into Hanalei Bay and river delta as “wash load.” Typically, the erosion
rate increases as the channel gets deeper and erodible banks become taller, more prone
to mass wasting. It is estimated that between 2,000-4,000 tons of sediment per year are
going to continue to erode if the erosion rate averages between 1-2 feet per year.
Additionally, the current breach channel is eroding the streambank laterally and moving
towards nearby residences (See Attachment 3, Photo Log, Photos 2 and 3).
Once the stream bank is restored, flow in the Hanalei River will be restored to its
historical channel and water will no longer be allowed to flow through the breach
channel under normal flow conditions. Further erosion and scour within the breach
channel and resultant siltation will decrease. The stabilized streambank will be resistant
to erosion and slope-wash. Stream restoration work is not anticipated to change the
erosion pattern in other parts of the Hanalei River. Therefore, this project will help to
reduce erosion problems and subsequent issues with sediment input and turbidity within
the Hanalei environment.
j. Is the project site located in or near a drainage way or flood plain? If yes, describe.
Yes, the project site is located in the 500-year flood plain. See Attachment 1, Figure 2 for
Flood Plain boundaries.
k. What is the quality of the air at the project site? Will the proposed project have an
adverse, or insignificant, effect on air quality at the site? Will the impacts to air quality
be temporary or permanent?
Air quality at the project location is in attainment according to the State of Hawaii
Department of Health. Any changes in air quality during construction would be due to
construction equipment and would be temporary and insignificant.
l. What are the existing noise levels at the project site? Will the proposed project have
an adverse, or insignificant, effect on noise levels at the site? Will the impacts to noise
levels be temporary or permanent?
Noise levels at the project site are low as the area is largely undeveloped. Any noise at
the site will be a result of the temporary construction equipment and activities and would
be temporary and insignificant.
2. BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT (attach biological survey reports if available)
a. Biological survey reports from a qualified environmental professional can provide much
of the necessary information for evaluating a project’s potential to impact aquatic
resources. If not available, a general characterization of the plants and animals at the
site should be provided.
Please list any plants and animals found within or near the project area that are listed as
threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act of 1973.
http://fws.gov/pacificislands/teslist.html.
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See Attachment 4 for the Biological Resource Survey for Hanalei Streambank Stabilization.
No threatened or endangered plants or animals were observed within or near the project
area during the biological survey.
Early consultation with USFWS service has indicated that the federally endangered
Hawaiian hoary bat may be present in the vicinity of the project area. In addition, the
Hanalei River surrounding wetlands and taro loi may provide habitat for the federally
endangered Hawaiian coot, Hawaiian moorhen, Hawaiian stilt, and Hawaiian duck. The
federally threatened Newell’s shearwater, endangered Hawaiian petrel, and a candidate for
listing, the band-rumped storm-petrel (seabirds) may fly over the project area when
traversing between the ocean and mountainous breeding colonies. DLNR will work with
USFWS and implement BMPs to reduce significant impacts to threatened or endangered
species. See Attachment 9 for Agency Consultation Letters.
3. SPECIAL AQUATIC SITES
Is the project site located at or adjacent to any of the following areas? (Show on vicinity
drawings the extent of the special sites, if they are present, clearly labeling each type.)
Are any of these sites proposed for impact as a result of this project?
A wetland delineation was conducted by AECOM on October 29, 2012 and verified by the
Army Corps of Engineers on February 7, 2013 as part of this permit process. See
Attachment 6 for the wetland delineation data.
Special Aquatic Site:
Wetlands (swamps, marshes, bogs)
Mudflats
Vegetated Shallows/Seagrass beds
Coral Reefs
Riffle & Pool Complexes (streams)

Dredge Site
No
No
No
No
Yes

Discharge Site
No
No
No
No
Yes

Construction Site
No
No
No
No
Yes

4. PUBLIC INTEREST REVIEW
a. What is the existing land use zoning for the site and its vicinity?
The existing land use zoning for the site and its vicinity is Agriculture and Conservation.
b. What is on the land (including dwellings, facilities, etc.) at or near the site?
The project site is located on state land along the Hanalei River. There are no
dwellings or facilities in the project area. Surrounding the project area there are three
privately owned TMK parcels that have personal residences. The USFWS NWR is
located downstream of the project location. State land parcels are also adjacent to
the project area.
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c. Do any of the following occur at or near the site?
Characteristic
Local fresh water supply
Fishing (recreational, commercial)
Scenic areas
Agriculture (type)
Aquaculture (type)
Historic sites (type)
Other cultural resources (type)
Parks, monuments, preserves, etc.
Other (type)

Dredge Site

Discharge Site

Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
No

Construction
Site
Yes
No
No
No
No

SHPD consultation SHPD consultation in SHPD consultation in
in progress
progress
progress
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

G. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF PROPOSED PROJECT
Briefly describe the environmental effects which may be expected as a result of your
proposal, referring to the items listed in Section F above. Please don’t answer “none”..all
projects have some effects.
1. Physical environment (effects on land, water, air, soil, etc.)
Land/Soils: Currently, part of the Hanalei River is flowing through the recently formed
breach channel. The breach channel is continuously widening and deepening resulting in an
increased sediment discharge. The flow through the breach channel will continue to
progressively erode the breach channel in a manner that is fairly predictable based on a
basic understanding of fluvial geomorphology and the natural progression of meander
cutoff channels. A topographic survey conducted in 2012 indicates that between 28,00035,000 tons of sediment has been eroded from the breach channel and added to the river’s
sediment load. Since the majority of the bank material is of a fine particle size, it is
reasonable to assume that the majority of this sediment has been deposited into Hanalei
Bay and river delta as “wash load.” Typically, the erosion rate actually increases as the
channel gets deeper and erodible banks become taller, more prone to mass wasting. It is
estimated that between 2,000-4,000 tons of sediment per year are going to continue to
erode if the erosion rate averages between 1-2 feet per year. Once the stream bank is
restored, flow in the Hanalei River will be restored to its historical channel and water will no
longer be allowed to flow through the breach channel under normal flow conditions. Further
erosion and scour within the breach channel, and resultant fine sediment discharge, will
decrease. The stabilized streambank will be resistant to erosion. Stream restoration work is
not anticipated to change the erosion pattern in other parts of the Hanalei River. Therefore,
this project will have a positive effect on the land and soils and help to reduce erosion
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problems and subsequent issues with sediment input and turbidity within the Hanalei River
environment and watershed.
Water: A temporary increase in turbidity and TSS may result during construction. BMPs will
be in place throughout the course of construction to minimize water quality impacts, and
routine water quality monitoring will be conducted throughout the duration of the in-water
work. The water quality monitoring performed during the construction activities will be used
to determine the effectiveness of the BMPs implemented at the project site.
Pre-construction monitoring, construction monitoring, and post-construction monitoring will
be conducted. After construction is complete, it is likely that the overall water quality will
improve throughout the Hanalei River due to the large decrease in erosion of the breach
channel. The water flow will also be restored to the downstream taro fields and NWR
ponds. Therefore, this project will have a positive effect on water within the Hanalei River
marine environment and watershed.
2. Biological environment (effects on plants, animals, and habitats)
The project may temporarily affect aquatic organisms and habitat in the Hanalei River
during construction. There may be a brief recovery/recolonization period where aquatic
plants and animals repopulate areas upstream and/or downstream. Any construction impact
would be temporary and minimal.
Once the stream bank is restored, flow in the Hanalei River will be restored and water will
no longer be allowed to flow through the breach channel under normal flow conditions. Any
existing habitat in the breach will be eliminated. As the breach channel was not historically
part of the Hanalei River system, the current breach channel biological environment existed
elsewhere throughout the Hanalei riverine system. Once this project is complete, prebreach conditions will be restored and aquatic organisms will recolonize elsewhere
throughout the Hanalei River system.
See Attachment 5 for the “Hanalei Stream Survey Summary” conducted by the Division of
Aquatic Resources.
3. Special aquatic sites (effects on wetlands, coral reefs, etc.)
Wetlands: Wetlands are not present within the project area (See Attachment 6 for wetland
delineation data). Downstream wetland areas, including the Hanalei NWR, are dependent
upon adequate stream flow that has been significantly altered by the breach channel.
Wetlands in the vicinity of the NWR provide essential habitat for species such as Hawaiian
waterbirds and geese. This project will have a positive effect on these habitats as water
flows will be restored.
Coral Reefs: This project will have a positive effect on coral reefs downstream of the
project area in Hanalei Bay due to reduced sedimentation and turbidity. A topographic
survey conducted in 2012 indicates that between 28,000-35,000 tons of sediment has been
eroded from the breach channel and added to the river’s sediment load. Since the majority
of the bank material is of a fine particle size, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of
this sediment has been deposited into Hanalei Bay and river delta as “wash load.” Typically,
the erosion rate actually increases as the channel gets deeper and erodible banks become
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taller, more prone to mass wasting. It is estimated that between 2,000-4,000 tons of
sediment per year are going to continue to erode if the erosion rate averages between 1-2
feet per year. Once the earthen berm is constructed, water will no longer be allowed to
flow through the breach channel under normal flow conditions. Further erosion and scour
within the channel, and resultant siltation, will decrease. Therefore, this project will reduce
the sediment input and turbidity within the Hanalei River marine environment and
watershed. This will have a positive effect on coral reefs and the surrounding marine
environment.
Mudflats: Mudflats are not present in the project area; therefore, this project will have no
effect on this special aquatic site.
Vegetated Shallows: Vegetated shallows are not present in the project area; therefore,
this project will have no effect on this special aquatic site.
Riffle and Pool Complexes: The project will restore the natural pattern of riffle and pool
sequence that is essential to energy dissipation and sediment transport. The breach
channel is currently an actively incising system that is predominantly planer in
bedform. Without proper bedform, the deep water zones (pools) that are valuable to fish
migration are lost. By plugging the breach channel, the meander pattern of the original
channel will be maintained, as well as maintaining the function of the pool upstream of the
breach and the riffle immediately below the breach channel.
4. Human use (how existing human activities would be affected)
There is a very low level of development (few residential parcels) surrounding the project
area. The project will stop the flow of water into the breach channel, which is currently
moving laterally and causing significant erosion of private property. The erosion of the
property will decrease, thus improving the quality of life and land value of the property.
Kayakers, paddle boarders, and other recreational activities do not occur as far upstream to
the point of the breach. Recreation would not be affected due to the proposed project. As
described above, downstream wetland areas (Hanalei NWR) and agricultural (taro fields)
are dependent upon adequate stream flow that has been significantly altered by the breach
channel. This project will have a positive effect on these habitats as water flows will be
restored and the wetland habitat and taro fields will no longer be in jeopardy due to the
limited water supply.
5. Historical/Cultural resources. The Corps must evaluate permit applications pursuant to
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. In many cases, the Corps must
coordinate its determination of a project’s potential to adversely affect historic sites with
the local Historic Preservation Officer. The Corps encourages applicants to contact their
local Historic Preservation Officer as soon as possible in the project planning process to
address any issues relevant to Section 106.
Consultation with the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) is still in progress.
See Attachment 9, Agency Consultation Letters, for SHPD consultation.
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6. Indirect impacts (will the project eventually encourage or discourage residential,
agricultural, urban, industrial or resort activities?)
This project will restore water flow to the Hanalei NWR and downstream taro fields, thus
restoring full water flow to the agricultural activities. This may encourage further
agricultural activities in the area.
7. Cumulative impacts (Is this project similar in purpose, characteristics, and location
compared to previous projects? Will this project lead to or be followed by similar
projects?
Are there other activities in the area similar to your proposed activity?)
Over the last several years, emergency projects have been initiated to temporarily block the
breach and restore the project area. This project, however, will provide a permanent
solution to the problematic breach channel and will restore the streambank to its historical
condition. It is not anticipated that this project will lead to or be followed by similar
projects.
8. Other impacts
No other impacts are anticipated.

H. ALTERNATIVES to Activities Conducted in Aquatic Areas
1. List other sites which may be suitable for this proposal and indicate whether these are
or could become available to you. If none, explain why.
There are no other sites that would be suitable for this proposed project. The project is
to restore the Hanalei River along the damaged section that has created a new breach
channel. The location cannot be changed and still meet the project objectives.
2. If your project involves the discharge of fill material to convert wetlands or submerged
areas to upland (dry land), list any existing upland sites which are or could become
available to you. If none, clearly explain why.
Not applicable. This project does not involve the discharge of fill material to convert
wetlands or submerged areas to upland.
3. List other methods or project designs which would fulfill the basic purpose of your proposal.
Which ones are reasonable for you? If none, explain why.
Other methods or project designs that would fulfill the basic purpose of this project were
explored as part of the permit process. The development of the alternatives required taking
into account the needs and goals of multiple stakeholders, and attempt to work with the
natural tendency of the Hanalei River to migrate across the river valley. Alternative
selection criteria were developed, and included the following: maintain water flow for NWR
diversion structure, risk of future breach, construction cost, working with nature.
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Alternative 1 – Relocate the USFWS irrigation intake structure upstream of the breach
channel. This alternative was explored in previous studies and was determined to be not
feasible. Furthermore, this alternative would not do anything to stabilize the breach channel
bank or prevent further erosion and siltation from occurring along the breach channel.
Erosion rates would continue to accelerate at the detriment to the health of the entire
watershed.
Alternative 2 – Relocate the USFWS irrigation intake structure downstream of the breach
channel confluence. This alternative was investigated in earlier mitigation efforts but was
not found to be feasible. Moving the irrigation intake downstream would lose the necessary
elevation to maintain the system under gravity flow, resulting in a pump station being
required. Furthermore, this alternative would not do anything to stabilize the breach
channel bank or prevent further erosion and siltation from occurring along the breach
channel. Erosion rates would continue to accelerate at the detriment the health of the
entire watershed.
4. If your permit application were denied, what other alternatives would you have?
If this permit application were denied, other alternatives for this project would be severely
limited. The only feasible alternative would be “No Action.” The Hanalei River would
continue to progressively erode the breach channel. A topographic survey conducted in
2012 indicates that between 28,000-35,000 tons of sediment has been eroded from the
breach channel and added to the Hanalei River’s sediment load. Since the majority of the
breach channel bank material is of a fine particle size, it is reasonable to assume that the
majority of this sediment has been deposited into Hanalei Bay and river delta as “wash
load.” Typically, the erosion rate actually increases as the channel gets deeper and erodible
banks become taller, more prone to mass wasting. It is estimated that between 2,0004,000 tons of sediment per year are going to continue to erode if the erosion rate averages
between 1-2 feet per year. The private property located adjacent to the breach channel
would be at severe risk of additional property loss. Eventually, all of the stream flow will
migrate to the breach channel and the existing USFWS diversion intake structure would no
longer receive water, thus eliminating the taro fields in the Hanalei Valley.
5. What can you do to avoid or minimize adverse effects of your proposal on the environment?
For instance, a project might be relocated to a non-aquatic site, the footprint of fill or
dredging can be minimized to only that which is necessary to achieve project purpose, a
project footprint might be moved within a site to avoid aquatic resources, and/or
different construction methods that do not require in-water work could be used.
Effort will be made to minimize adverse effects on the environment. The proposed
construction will take place in summer months when river flows are typically at their
lowest. A site-specific BMP plan will be established and strictly followed by onsite
personnel for the duration of construction. A Water Quality Monitoring Plan will also be
in place to monitor the water quality of the Hanalei River before, during, and after
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construction. The project has been designed to minimize the amount of fill to only that
which is necessary to achieve the project purpose. Additionally, the amount of dredging
that will occur has been minimized to a level that is necessary to achieve the project
purpose. Wetlands have been delineated near the project site and the project has been
designed to avoid this special aquatic site.

Please see the Honolulu District’s Compensatory Mitigation and Monitoring Guidelines on-line on
our web site (http://poh.usace.army.mil/regulatory.asp), or contact the Corps office listed
below to request a hard copy. Thank you for your cooperation in this manner. If you have any
questions, please contact the Corps of Engineers, Regulatory Branch at (808) 438-9258 in
Honolulu or at (671) 339-2108 in Guam.
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Attachment 1: Figures
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Attachment 2: Construction Plans
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Attachment 3: Photo Log

Hanalei Valley Streambank Restoration

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 2: Project location relative to taro fields.
Photo 1. Vicinity Map for the Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Project. Project site is outlined in red.

i

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 4. Hanalei Valley after the March 2012 rain events.

Photo 3. Hanalei River Breach Channel Location.

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 5. The run-off flow through the breach already eroding the streambank while moving laterally towards
adjacent residents.

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 6. Closer view of the area shown in Photo 5. Run-off flow through the breach eroding the streambank
while moving laterally towards adjacent residents.

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 7. Intake pipe located upstream of the point of re-entry of the breach water to the stream that
feeds the water for Hanalei taro farms and the USFWS refuge grounds.

Hanalei Valley Slope Stabilization Emergency Repairs

Photo 8. Hanalei River. Looking upstream towards the point of the breach. Accumulation of sediments below
the breach due to loss of flow.
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Attachment 8: Construction Schedule

ID
1
2

Task Name
Hanalei Stream Bank Stabilization
Mobilization to Site

Duration
6.05 mons

Start
Tue 4/1/14

Finish
Mar 2, '14 Mar 16, '14Mar 30, '14Apr 13, '14Apr 27, '14May 11, '14May 25, '14Jun 8, '14 Jun 22, '14Jul 6, '14 Jul 20, '14 Aug 3, '14 Aug 17, '14Aug 31, '14Sep 14, '14Sep 28, '14O
Tue 9/16/14

0.3 mons

Tue 4/1/14

Tue 4/8/14

3

Clear and Secure Staging Site

2 days

Tue 4/1/14

Wed 4/2/14

4

Mobilize Heavy Equipment

2 days

Thu 4/3/14

Fri 4/4/14

5

Survey and Stakeout Controls

2 days

Mon 4/7/14

Tue 4/8/14

0.3 mons

Wed 4/9/14

Wed 4/16/14

6 days

Wed 4/9/14

Wed 4/16/14

0.2 mons

Thu 4/17/14

Tue 4/22/14

4 days

Thu 4/17/14

Tue 4/22/14

0.45 mons

Wed 4/23/14

Mon 5/5/14

6
7
8
9
10

Set up BMPs
Set-up Project BMPs
Clear & Grub for Access
Clear & Grub Project Site
Construct Temporary Coffer Dam

11

Collect Large Rocks

4 days

Wed 4/23/14

Mon 4/28/14

12

Construct Coffer Dam

3 days

Tue 4/29/14

Thu 5/1/14

13

Install Pumps & De-water Site

2 days

Fri 5/2/14

Mon 5/5/14

0.35 mons

Tue 5/6/14

Wed 5/14/14

14

Install Sheetpiling

15

Trench Ground to Prepare for Sheetpiling

3 days

Tue 5/6/14

Thu 5/8/14

16

Install Sheetpiling

4 days

Fri 5/9/14

Wed 5/14/14

1.45 mons

Thu 5/15/14

Tue 6/24/14

25 days

Thu 5/15/14

Wed 6/18/14

4 days

Thu 6/19/14

Tue 6/24/14

1.4 mons

Wed 6/25/14

Fri 8/1/14

7 days

Wed 6/25/14

Thu 7/3/14

21 days

Fri 7/4/14

Fri 8/1/14

0.75 mons

Mon 8/4/14

Fri 8/22/14

17

Re-shape Channel Downstream of Breach

18

Remove and Haul Away Sediments 35 CY/day

19

Restore Site & Remove BMPs

20

Construct Earth Berm

21

Excavate Toe Key & Place Rip-Rap

22

Construct Embankment

23

Install Rock Rip-Rap Lining

24

Complete Rip-Rap at Water's Edge

6 days

Mon 8/4/14

Mon 8/11/14

25

Construct Stilling Basin Rip-Rap

9 days

Tue 8/12/14

Fri 8/22/14

0.2 mons

Mon 8/25/14

Thu 8/28/14

26

Remove Temporary Coffer Dam

27

Remove Temp Coffer Dam

2 days

Mon 8/25/14

Tue 8/26/14

28

Remove Some of BMPs

2 days

Wed 8/27/14

Thu 8/28/14

0.4 mons

Fri 8/29/14

Tue 9/9/14

29

Landscaping & Restoration Work

30

Install Landscaping

5 days

Fri 8/29/14

Thu 9/4/14

31

Site Restoration

3 days

Fri 9/5/14

Tue 9/9/14

0.25 mons

Wed 9/10/14

Tue 9/16/14

5 days

Wed 9/10/14

Tue 9/16/14

32
33

Demobilization
De-mobilize Equipment, Restore Staging Site & Clean

Project: Hanalei Valley Irrigation Draft
Date: Fri 3/1/13

Task

Project Summary

Inactive Milestone

Manual Summary Rollup

Progress

Split

External Tasks

Inactive Summary

Manual Summary

Deadline

Milestone

External Milestone

Manual Task

Start-only

Summary

Inactive Task

Duration-only

Finish-only
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Attachment 10: Technical Note 23:
Design of Stream Barbs

Attachment 7: Best Management Practices Plan

APPENDIX B. POH-2012-00199 Public Notice attachment 18 (8" x 11.5") pages

Construction and Best Management Practice Plan
Hanalei Valley Streambank Restoration Project

Project Description

The Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) is proposing to restore the Hanalei River along a
damaged section that has created a recently formed cut-off channel (breach channel). The project area,
TMK: (4)-5-4002-034, is located along the Hanalei River, upstream of the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) Hanalei National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). During a large flood event in November 1995,
the Hanalei River breached its left bank and created a split flow condition between the Hanalei River and
resulting breach channel.
The runoff water through the breach has since created a deep and wide footprint that continues to
move laterally towards the adjacent residential buildings while continuing to wash away groundcover
and public land, while transporting new sediments to Hanalei Bay. In addition, the worsening condition
of the breach has resulted in substantial loss of water in the main Hanalei River, which feeds the
downstream Hanalei taro farms and the USFWS NWR grounds through an intake located upstream of
the point of re-connection of the breach water to the Hanalei River, thus jeopardizing the livelihood of
the farmers and local economy, and negatively impacting the NWR as a whole.
The scope of work will include the following:
1. Sediment Removal (downstream of the breach)
2. Streambank restoration and stabilization (construction of an earthen berm)
The sediment removal work consists of approximately 400 linear feet (lf) of sediment removal,
installation of stream barbs, streambank restoration including construction of an earthern berm, and
landscaping. The design approach is intended to restore the Hanalei River bank and provide for
maintaining pre-breach flows in the main channel of the Hanalei River, while restoring adequate water
flows to the NWR diversion structure.
The sediment removal will restore the main Hanalei River channel to a stable cross section that is
capable of handling the incoming sediment load. The removed sediment will be graded back towards
the streambank, removed from the water and temporarily stockpiled at the approved stockpile
locations. No stockpiling will occur in the water or in wetland areas. Three bank spurs would be installed
in the Hanalei River to protect the streambank immediately downstream of the breach and improve
sediment transport capabilities through this reach. One rock vane would be installed in the Hanalei River
immediately upstream of the existing breach location to protect the streambank and the new earthen
berm structure. The bank spurs and rock vane would be constructed of large rocks designed to
withstand river forces exerted on them.
The streambank restoration and stabilization work mainly consists of constructing an earthen berm
across the breach location. The berm would be constructed to restore and stabilize the streambank from
vegetated reinforced soil across the breach opening using onsite materials and native vegetation to the
extent possible. The finished surface will be fully vegetated after final grading.
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Objectives
This Best Management Practices (BMP) plan will be implemented to accomplish the following:
•
•
•
•

Ensure the proper selection of BMPs
Ensure that BMPs are properly installed and functioning for their intended purpose
Ensure that the Contractor exercises good housekeeping practices in the transportation and
storage of construction materials and equipment
Ensure that every effort is being made to prevent adverse impacts to the waterway

Evaluation Criteria
Effectiveness of BMPs will be evaluated through the use of photographic documentation and periodic
inspection before, during, and after the completion of the project. Photographic documentation will be
used during the activities and a designated environmental monitor will evaluate whether the BMPs are
functioning properly and notify the construction contractor when corrective measures are necessary.

Construction Method
DLNR will engage a contractor to undertake the construction work. The work elements will include
mobilization, installation of BMPs, clearing and grubbing, construction of a temporary coffer dam,
installation of sheet pile, sediment removal and bank spur/rock vane installation, construction of earth
berm, installation of rock rip-rap lining, removal of temporary coffer dam, landscaping and restoration
work, and demobilization.
Daily site access will be through Ohiki Road. Heavy equipment, which cannot cross Hanalei Bridge due to
weight restrictions, will be mobilized and demobilized on Burma Road. Due to site access restrictions,
heavy equipment will be required to cross Hanalei River once for mobilization, and once for
demobilization. All equipment will be free of oils, grease and other pollutants prior to each crossing.
A turbidity curtain will be installed in the Hanalei River, along the worksite, to minimize turbidity and
siltation. Perimeter BMPs such filter socks will be installed downslope of the worksite to minimize
sediments and pollutants from leaving the project site and will be set up before in water work begins.
A temporary rock coffer dam will then be constructed across the mouth of the breach channel to
prevent water intrusion into the streambank restoration work zone and to control turbidity and
siltation. Rocks and earth materials to be used for coffer dam construction would be placed in lifts using
a front end loader, spread using an excavator, and compacted using sheep foot vibratory compactor.
The sheetpiling will then be installed, and compacted lifts of soil and rock installed. Sheetpiles will be
installed in a dry environment as the coffer dam will be blocking the flow of water.
The sediment removal work will be performed using a tracked excavator. The excavator will be
positioned along the water’s edge and will reach out over the river and pull the dredge material towards
the bank. The excavator tracks will remain out of the water to the extent possible. Other equipment
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may include a front end loader, a dump truck/track truck, sheeps foot vibratory compactor, and a bull
dozer (such as a Caterpillar D4).
The streambank restoration and stabilization work will be completed by traditional earthwork methods.
The earthen berm will be constructed using accumulated dredge material and soil from the site to the
extent possible. The fills will be placed and compacted in 12 inch lifts using a sheep-foot vibratory
compactor. The streambank face will be reinforced with geosynthic fabric and grid. The fabric and grid
will wrap over the exposed face of each lift to prevent scour and soil erosion. Rock rip-rap will be placed
along the streambank up to the ordinary high water mark. The finished surface will be fully re-vegetated
using native vegetation to the extent possible. The site will then be restored and equipment and BMPs
will be demobilized.
Each construction sequence is estimated to take the following amount of time:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Mobilize- 6 days
Install BMPs- 6 days
Clear and Grub- 4 days
Construct temporary coffer dam- 10 days
Install sheet pile- 7 days
Channel reshaping and temporary vegetation (dredging)-29 days
Construct earth berm – 28 days
Install rock rip-rap lining-15 days
Remove temporary coffer dam- 4 days
Landscaping and restoration work- 8 days
Demobilize- 5 days

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
In addition to the construction processes described above, to minimize adverse water quality impacts
the following BMPs will be implemented throughout the course of the construction activity along the
Hanalei River. In addition to this project -specific BMP plan, the contractor will follow the guidelines in
the “Interim Best Management Practices Manual for Construction Sites for County of Kauai.” A copy of
this BMP Plan will be keep onsite for the duration of construction.
The Contractor is responsible to protect the environment for situations that may not be specifically
addressed in the BMP. The Contractor will provide additional protective measures, as necessary, to
ensure containments and other deleterious materials are not allowed to enter the water. All BMPs will
be inspected at the start and end of each work day and repaired as necessary.
ADVANCE NOTIFICATION OF MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
Informative and adequate advance notice of the construction schedule, stating when, where, and what
extent of work is planned, will be provided by the Contractor to the Department of Health Clean Water
Branch (DOH CWB), U.S. Army Corp of Engineers (USACE), and County Department of Public Works
(DPW), at least 30 days before commencement of work. This advance notification will also help to
coordinate other simultaneous activities in the Hanalei community.
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REVIEW OF BMPS WITH FIELD CREW
All subcontractors and any on-site personnel will be notified by Contractor that all BMPs must be
properly followed at all times. The contractor will provide field crews with the Hanalei River Restoration
Plan BMPs checklist form (see below). The crew chief will read, follow, date, and sign the checklist every
day and promptly submit the completed checklist to DLNR after completion of the work. All completed
BMP checklist forms will be kept on file by the Contractor.
The field crew will also receive a BMP and health and safety before starting work on the project.
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD
The Contractor will take photographs of the construction work area 3 times a week for the duration of
construction activities for verification of the before and after conditions. A photographic record of
construction activity, BMP implementation, and performance of BMPs will also be maintained. All
photographs and image files shall be kept by the Contractor.
PETROLEUM CONTAMINATION PREVENTION
The Contractor will inspect all heavy equipment for oil leaks and other sources of possible petroleum
and other contamination on a daily basis. The equipment operator will make any necessary repairs and
clean all equipment before use at the work site to prevent fuel and fluid leaks and releases to the
environment. A spotter will be present during in-water work to visually monitor the equipment and the
water for signs of fluid leaks. The crew chief will immediately stop work if any hydraulic or motor oil
and/or fuel leaks occur and leaks will be fixed and properly cleaned up before work recommences. Spill
kits will be available on-site to prevent releases from fuel containers and machinery. Spare hoses will be
kept at the job site to facilitate rapid repairs. Excavator tracks will be kept out of the water as much as
reasonably possible to minimize petroleum product transfer directly into the water.
For spills occurring after normal hours, the Contractor will notify the Project Engineer on the next
working day. The Contractor will notify the National Response Center (800-424-8802), as required by 40
CFR 302.6, if the quantity of the released substance exceeds the reportable quantities. The Contractor
will also be responsible for notifying the State Emergency Response Commission (586-4249) and Local
Emergency Planning Committee (533-4121) if the release has the potential of migrating off-site and
affect adjacent communities as required by Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA) Section 304.
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Construction work will take place during the dry season. All work will be conducted in periods of low
water flows and reasonably dry weather. If a large storm event occurs, work will cease. All BMPs will be
inspected at least once a week and within 24-hours following any rainfall event of 0.5 inches or greater.
SILT CONTAINMENT
The Contractor will use isolated excavation, turbidity barriers, and other confinement techniques, where
practical, to isolate excavation area to contain turbid waters and prevent sediment from flowing
downstream. Built up sediment will be promptly removed.
STOCKPILING OF DREDGED MATERIAL
All dredged material will be dewatered and stockpiled at upland sites without any drainage of turbid
water back into the Hanalei River. The excavated material will be placed in approved stockpiling
locations. No stockpiling will occur in the water or surrounding wetlands.
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WASTE DISPOSAL
All waste materials will be collected and stored in a securely lidded metal dumpster that does not leak.
The dumpster will meet all County and State Solids Waste Management regulations. All trash and
construction debris will be emptied a minimum of twice per week or as often as is deemed necessary.
No construction waste materials will be buried onsite. The Contractor’s Supervisory personnel will be
instructed regarding the correct procedure for waste disposal notices stating these practices will be
posted in the office trailer and the Contractor will be responsible for seeing that these procedures are
followed.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
All materials stored on-site will be stored in a neat, orderly manner in their appropriate containers and if
possible under a roof or other enclosure. All products will be kept in their original containers with the
original manufacture label. The Contractor will conduct a daily inspection to ensure proper use and
disposal of wastes on-site.
BMPs CHECKLIST FORM
The Contractor will provide a BMPs checklist form (see Form below) to the field crew chief for use with
all Hanalei River construction activities. The crew chief will complete the BMPs checklist form and
promptly submit it to DLNR when the maintenance activities are completed. When requested, the
Contractor will send copies of the completed BMPs checklist form to the DPW, USACE, and DOH CWB.
All completed checklist forms shall be kept on file by the Contactor.

CONFIRMATION OF MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED

After completion of all construction activities, the Contractor will inform the USACE, DOH CWB, and
DPW that the work has been completed.
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Hanalei Valley Streambank Restoration Project
Best Management Practices Inspection Report Form
Date:

Project/Site:

Permit No.:

Inspector’s Name:

Weather:

Site Specific Best Management Practices (BMPs) Plan
Is a copy of the Site Specific BMPs plan available at the
site?
Is the Site Specific BMPs plan certified, signed, and
dated?
Is the Site Specific BMPs plan current and up-to-date?
Are accompanying erosion and sediment control (ESC)
drawings available at the site?
Are the ESC drawings up-to-date?
Are all NPDES permits available at the site?
Are inspection records available at the site?
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Yes

No

N/A

Date
Corrected

Notes

Best Management Practices

Location

Installed Per
Specifications
(Y/N)

Controlling Storm Water Flowing onto and through the Project

Soil Stabilization

Slope Protection

Perimeter Controls and Sediment Barriers

Stabilized Ingress/Egress Structures

Silt Containment
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Adequate

Needs
Maintenance

N/A

Date
Corrected

Notes

Best Management Practices

Installed Per
Specifications
(Y/N)

Location

Adequate

Needs
Maintenance

N/A

Date
Corrected

Notes

Waste Disposal

Baseyards/Staging Areas

Good Housekeeping

Proper Equipment/Vehicle Fueling and Maintenance Practices

Additional Non-Erosion or Sediment Control BMPs

Post Construction BMPs

Other

Site Conditions
Are off-site flows entering the construction site?
Is there evidence of polluted discharges off the site?
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Yes

No

N/A

Notes and Corrective Actions

Site Conditions
Is there evidence of polluted discharges from the
site to a State water (e.g. storm drain, ditch, stream,
ocean)?

Yes

No

N/A

Notes and Corrective Actions

Is repair, maintenance, or installation of sediment
control BMPs needed at the site?
Is repair, maintenance, or installation of erosion
control BMPs needed at the site?
Are construction materials/debris/trash/soil stored
or disposed of properly at the site?
Is there vehicle tracking from the site to receiving
streets?
Do locations exist where additional or revised BMPs
are needed?
Do locations exist where BMPs may no longer be
necessary and may be removed?
Does your site evaluation indicate a need to update
or revise the current Site Specific BMPs plan and/or
accompanying erosion and sediment control
drawings?
Photos taken during the BMP inspection documented above are:
☐ Attached
☐ Inserted
☐ Not taken, attached, or inserted.
I certify that I am the person who performed the inspection documented above and that all information recorded on this form is a true and
accurate representation of what was observed at the construction site recorded above. Any photographs attached that were taken during the
inspection are a true, accurate, and unaltered representation of what was observed during the inspection documented above.
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Inspector’s Printed Name:
Inspector’s Signature:

Date:
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!

Construction Details for 10” BioSock™

PERIMETER PROTECTION

EFFECTIVE HEIGHT

8.5”

Wooden Stake Anchor Spacing
6” MIN.

Slope Gradient
<4:1
4:1 to 3:1
>3:1 to 2:1
>2:1

Anchor Spacing
Not Required
10’ On Center
5’ to 10’ On Center
5’ On Center

!
EnviroTech BioSolutions ! 41-532 Waikupanaha Street ! Waimanalo, HI 96795
(808) 259-9888 ! www.newbiosolutions.com

AER-FLO

INC.

th

4455 18 Street East
Bradenton, FL 34203

Tough Guy® Floating Turbidity Barrier
Type 1.DOT
Specifications (ST: 10/08)
Fabric - 18 oz. nominal laminated vinyl/polyester having the following
characteristics:
Construction - vinyl laminate on 9X9 1000 x 1300 denier polyester scrim
Weight – 18.5 oz. per sq. yd. (434 gr./sq. m.)
Adhesion – 24 x 20 lb./2”
Grab Tensile – 410 x 410 lb./in. (430 x 421 daN/5cm.)
Tongue Tear – 100 x 100 lb. (95 x 95 daN)
Hydrostatic - 600 psi (4167 kPa)
Cold resistance to crack: -40° F/C
All seams heat sealed
5/8 inch diameter poly rope reinforced vertical edges
#4 brass grommets
1/4 in. galvanized chain ballast
EPS flotation, 6 in. x 6 in., 13.5 lb./ft. buoyancy in fresh water and 14.4 lb./ft
buoyancy in saltwater.
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Restoration Plan
Hanalei Valley Streambank Restoration Project

Project Description

The Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) is proposing to restore the Hanalei River along a
damaged section that has created a breach channel. The project area, TMK: (4)-5-4002-034, is located
along the Hanalei River, upstream of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Hanalei
National Wildlife Refuge (NWR). During a large flood event in November 1995, the Hanalei River
breached its left bank and created a split flow condition between the Hanalei River and resulting breach
channel.
The runoff water through the breach has since created a deep and wide footprint that continues to
move laterally towards the adjacent residential buildings while continuing to wash away groundcover
and public land, while transporting new sediments to Hanalei Bay. In addition, the worsening condition
of the breach has resulted in substantial loss of water in the main Hanalei River, which feeds the
downstream Hanalei taro farms and the USFWS NWR grounds through an intake located upstream of
the point of re-connection of the breach water to the Hanalei River, thus jeopardizing the livelihood of
the farmers and local economy, and negatively impacting the NWR as a whole.
The scope of work will include the following:
1. Sediment Removal (downstream of the breach)
2. Streambank restoration and stabilization (construction of an earthen berm)
The sediment removal work consists of approximately 400 linear feet (lf) of sediment removal,
installation of stream barbs, streambank restoration including construction of an earthen berm, and
landscaping. The design approach is intended to restore the Hanalei River bank and provide for
maintaining pre-breach flows in the main channel of the Hanalei River, while restoring adequate water
flows to the NWR diversion structure.
The sediment removal will restore the main Hanalei River channel to a stable cross section that is
capable of handling the incoming sediment load. The removed sediment will be graded back towards
the streambank, removed from the water and temporarily stockpiled at the approved stockpile
locations. No stockpiling will occur in the water or in wetland areas. Three bank spurs will be installed in
the Hanalei River to protect the streambank immediately downstream of the breach and improve
sediment transport capabilities through this reach. One rock vane will be installed in the Hanalei River
immediately upstream of the existing breach location to protect the streambank and the new earthen
berm structure. The bank spurs and rock vane will be constructed of large rocks designed to withstand
river forces exerted on them.
The streambank restoration and stabilization work mainly consists of constructing an earthen berm
across the breach location. The berm will be constructed using onsite materials to the extent possible.
Additional soil and rock will need to be imported. The restored stream bank surface will be the same
height and slope as the existing upstream and downstream banks. The finished surface will be fully
vegetated using native vegetation after final grading.

Temporary Erosion Control Measures for Grading
Temporary vegetative cover will be planted within a period of 30 calendar days after the site has been
graded or bared of vegetation or if the site will be suspended for more than 30 calendar days.
Temporary vegetative cover will consist of 40 pounds of common rye grass seed per acre, 400 pounds
per acre 10-10-1 0 or equivalent fertilizer worked into the seed bed before planting. Temporary sprinkler
system will be installed concurrently with all plantings. Planting and maintenance of grass will conform
to the "Hawaii Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction 2005," and its amendments.

Permanent Erosion Control Measures for Grading
The contractor will grass the entire project site, except paved areas, with Bermuda grass seed. The grass
will be planted, fertilized, and maintained in accordance with the "Hawaii Standard Specifications for
Road and Bridge Construction 2005" and its amendments. In lieu of grass sprigs, the contractor may use
hydromulch with seedings.
The contractor will grass all exposed areas that have been constructed to final grades within a period of
30 calendar days.
All slopes and exposed areas will be grassed as final grades have been established. Grading to final grade
will be continuous, and any area in which work has been interrupted or delayed or exposed for more
than 15 days will be grassed in order to prevent dust, erosion, and silt runoff. Areas with imported soils
will be grassed not more than five (5) working days after final grades have been established.

Earthen Berm Restoration
The earthen berm will be constructed across the breach channel to prevent water flow into the breach
channel during normal flow conditions. The earthen berm will restore and stabilize the streambank
using vegetated reinforced soil across the breach opening using mostly onsite materials and native
vegetation to the extent possible.
The finished surface will be fully planted with native vegetation and erosion resistant species to the
extent possible. See below, Table 1: Native Plant Schedule.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No.

Table 1: Native Plant Schedule
Hawaiian Name
Scientific Name
‘ilie’e
Plumbago zeylanica
a’ali’i
Dodonaea viscosa
‘ahu ‘awa
Mariscus Javanicus
hau
Hibiscus tiliaceus
hala
Pandanus odoratissimus
neke
Cyclosorus interruptus

As shown in the attached plan, ‘ahu ‘awa will be planted along the stream face of the earthen berm. A
blend of native species ground cover (‘ilie’e, a’ali’I, neke, mau’u, laiki) will be planted across the top of
the berm as shown in the attached plan.
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